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The Wanderer

DANIËL KOTZÉ

EDITOR

Marion Island is not part of any commercial flight route. 

Therefore it was strange for team members to witness a 

jet from the Australian airline Qantas passing over their 

heads as they were ascending Junior’s Kop and Long 

Ridge. The most likely explanation is that this was a test 

flight. Besides their first airplane sighting, M71 also laid 

their eyes on their first iceberg. This huge mountain of 

ice that was spotted on the eastern horizon eventually 

broke up and drifted up against the coast at places (see 

article on p.19).  DA
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LEAVING ON A JETPLANE. 

This Australian jet caused 

excitement when it passed 

over the island.

The winter is upon us. We have even passed 

the heart of winter (this did not go without 

celebrations of course - p. 18) and are already 

enjoying the days getting slightly longer, even 

if it is with just a couple of minutes. I have also 

witnessed the power of sunshine. On a 

splendid day, the few that there are, it is as if 

the spirits of all islanders are sky-high.

South Africa is blessed with so much sunshine 

that most of us probably take it for granted. 

Although mostly deprived of sunshine (we 

received a meagre 45 hours last month – p. 

10), Marion puts on a magnificent show in 

winter. We have seen ice stalactites longer 

than swords, built snowmen (p. 19), captured 

snowy seals (p. 11) and tasted icebergs (p. 19). 

‘Isn’t it freezing?’ you may ask. Yes, it is, but as 

long as there are beards, coffee and field huts, 

I am sure we will survive. Speaking of coffee, 

make yourself a cup, sit back, and enjoy this 

month’s edition of The Wanderer.
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TEXT AND PHOTOS BY DANIËL KOTZÉ

Frank Venter is not only an inspiring leader, he is also a people’s person, scientific junkie and 
a general knowledge fundi (30 seconds will bore him!). When this Nelspruit-homeboy is not 
busy with his meteorologist and team leader duties, you might find him having coffee with 
friends, reading, training in the gym, watching Game of Thrones or on top of Junior’s Kop. 
Here’s your chance to get to know this year’s President of the Republic of Marion Island a 
little bit better. 

How about a joke?
I told a chemistry joke once, but there 

was no reaction. 

How did you get involved in this Marion 
Island expedition?

I got a lot of exposure to Marion while at the 

University of Pretoria as my department had a 

long history with research on the island. I’ve 

been fascinated with the Antarctic and Sub-

Antarctic for a while and at the end of 2013 I 

just knew the time was right.

You matriculated in Nelspruit. Tell us 
the story between then and now?

Pretoria has been my home for the past 

decade. I started studying towards a BSc in 

Genetics at the University of Pretoria in 2005, 

and completed my degree in 2008. I then 

started working in the Department of Zoology 

and Entomology in 2009. I started my BSc 

(Hons) in Plant Physiology and Biotechnology 

part-time in 2011, and completed that degree 

in 2012. I worked at the Department of 

Zoology and Entomology until February 2014, 

when I got the opportunity to come to Marion.
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Do you have any hobbies or other interests 
apart from your field of study?

I do like sketching even though I haven’t had the 

time to practice this hobby in quite some time. I 

enjoy socializing, live music and travelling.

How many siblings and pets do you have?
I have an older brother who lives with his 

family in the UK. I don’t have any pets of my own, 

but my parents have two dogs that get spoiled way 

too much.

How has your experience of Marion Island 
been thus far?

As a biologist it is fascinating to see the complete 

lifecycle of so many different animal species. Then 

there is the unrivalled beauty of the island, pictures 

don’t do it justice. Marion is everything I expected 

and more!

Name your favourite book, movie and series.
Book: A Short History of Nearly Everything 

by Bill Bryson. Movie: It’s a tie between Silence of 
the Lambs and Gladiator. Series: Definitely Game of 
Thrones. 

As team leader, what has been one of your 
greatest challenges?

Keeping the peace. Being so isolated people are 

bound to step on each other’s toes, and it can be 

difficult to find a diplomatic solution to the issue at 

hand.

What has been the highlight of your time 
here on Marion to date? 

It’s difficult to choose a specific highlight when every 
single day on the island can surprise you. Highlights 
which come to mind though are seeing killer whales up 
close and climbing Junior’s Kop with my team mates on 
a particularly beautiful day.

If you could leave a sticky note to future 
team leaders, what would it say?

Be approachable and listen to your team mates.

GENTLE GAINT. Team leader of Marion Island’s 71st Expedition, 

Frank Venter, enjoying one of the island’s specialities – snow!
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Upon our arrival at Marion, the very first bird 

we met was a Lesser Sheathbill, or ‘paddy’ 

(Chionis minor). A few of us were pretty excited 

with this encounter, although our sentiment 

wasn’t shared by everyone. Paddies are 

admired by few and there is no shortage of 

them on the island. It seems that most find that 

the unfortunate paddy has little going for it, 

and as a result, it has been the target of a fair 

amount of ridicule.

TEXT BY DAVID GREEN

SHAKE IT UP. A Lesser Sheathbill 

comically getting rid of some 

moisture from its feathers.
LOW DE VRIES

“…seal and seabird faeces also form part of their diet.”

The paddy is highly sedentary and the only 

terrestrial bird native to Marion. Taxonomically 

speaking, it is a member of the waders (order 

Charadriiformes), although it bears little 

resemblance to other members of this group. 

They are about the size of dumpy pigeons, and 

are rather comical in appearance, although 

their snow white plumage does go some way in 

improving their looks. What really gives

paddies a bad name are their utterly 

indiscriminate eating habits. They truly bring a 

new meaning to the word ‘scavenger’, and this 

has tarnished their public image.  Carrion and 

meals stolen from hungry penguin chicks are 

fine cuisine for paddies, considering that items 

such as seal and seabird faeces also form part 

of their diet. Yet, despite their revolting dietary 

preferences, I can’t help but watch with 

amusement as they go about their day.

They are fearless little birds with oodles of 

character and this was demonstrated very early 

on in the expedition. During takeover, while we 

worked at the Amphitheatre Macaroni Penguin 

colony, our gloves were stacked in a neat pile 

on the ground next to us. Within minutes, we 

had been surrounded by a ravenous pack of 

paddies with one thing on its mind – gloves. I 

tried to fend the paddies off as best I could, but

Life of the Lesser Sheathbill



after turning away for a moment, I 
looked down to find a glove missing. 
By this stage, the offender was already 
about 20 m away, dragging the 
unfortunate glove to an untimely 
demise. Luckily, I was able to retrieve 
the glove and shoo away the paddy 
before it was too late. I know that it’s 
not over – I saw vengeance written all 
over its face.

Of all Marion’s bird species, paddies 
are without a doubt the most 
confiding. They will happily approach 
you and will occasionally pick out 
tasty morsels from the tread of your 
boots. Often, while I stand and 
observe a penguin colony, one will 
sidle up next to me and stare out into 
the distance, as if pondering some 
deep philosophical question. This 
makes their presence oddly 
comforting during long, lonely days in 
the field.

Paddies breed during summer, mostly 
around penguin colonies, where food 
is readily available. In winter, when the 
crested penguins (Rockhopper and 
Macaroni) leave the island, those 
paddies relying on them for food are 
forced to find it elsewhere. During this 
time they scour the coastline and 
adjacent coastal plains, looking for 
invertebrates to eat. However, a 
rapidly expanding mouse population, 
which also targets invertebrates, has 
reduced winter food availability for 
paddies. It is postulated that this has 
been a major contributor towards the 
marked decline observed in the paddy 
population since the 1970’s. Hopefully 
mice will be eradicated from the island 
before this real character of a bird is 
lost.
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Paddy-Mania!
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LUNCH, READING AND A SHOWER. At the edge of penguin colonies paddies are often 

cleaning out penguin carcasses (TOP); This paddy pointed out some construction 

problems for the Public Works Department (LEFT); Taking a face wash (RIGHT). 

Years. The age of Marion 
Island’s oldest living 
Lesser Sheathbill
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CHICKEN RUN. Lesser Sheathbills on Marion Island can become very tame and often 

wander around base. During takeover they did however avoid the forklift’s path!



Kildalkey Hut Review
TEXT AND PHOTOS BY LOW DE VRIES
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Kildalkey hut is named after the sealer vessel, the SS 
Kildalkey, which was the last known ship to put 
people ashore on Marion Island, before Jan Smuts 
ordered this little piece of paradise to be annexed 
for South Africa in 1948. In November of 1930, Irvin 
and Johnson sent the SS Kildalkey to determine if the 
old sealing operations could be brought up and 
running again, however, after a month of hull 
cracking weather they decided to tuck tail and head 
for home. That’s just a very brief background on the 
name of the hut, but truth is that the entire area 
around this hut is rich in a history that is, sadly, 
known by few (for those who are keen to learn a bit 
more I would highly recommend reading No 
pathway here by John Marsh). 

Welcome to the start of a 
reader’s round island on Marion! 
Seeing that so little of the nine 
huts on the island is known by 
non-Marionites, we will take you 
on a clockwise journey around 
the island to explore a hut and 
it’s surroundings every month.  
So strap on your backpack and 
ready yourself to experience the 
hut life!

THE SURROUNDINGS. A 

river of King Penguins at 

the foot of Green Hill  

(RIGHT) and thousands of 

Macaroni Penguins on the 

opposite side of Kildalkey 

Bay (BOTTOM RIGHT) is 15 

minutes’ walk south of the 

hut. 

CAMOUFLAGE. Kildalkey hut sitting cosily in the 

snow next to its calming stream bubbling you to 

sleep at night.

A Reader’s Round Island:
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On the way to Kildalkey, if you take the coastal 
route from base, you walk past two of the old 
trypots used by the sealers of old to boil down 
the rich oils found in Southern elephant seal 
blubber. Further on, a short walk from the hut 
in fact, lies Sealer’s Cave, a huge cave these 
guys used for shelter from the infamous Marion 
winds. Nowadays you will only find fur seals 
and mice in the cave. Lots and lots of mice. 
Then you still have the hills around the hut and 
Kildalkey Bay, namely Green Hill, Arthur’s and 
Johnny’s, all named after the islanders from 
Tristan da Chuna who formed part of M1, the 
first overwintering team on Marion Island. Lastly 
is Hooker’s Cove, named after Sir Joseph D. 
Hooker, a botanist on a Marion Island 
expedition in the 1800’s.

The route to Kildalkey is basically as easy as it 
gets on Marion. Coastally you hit a few mires, 
some blechnum and a couple of good slopes, 
but more importantly you tour past a few 
magnificent beaches. Waterfall- and Landfall 
Beach, Bullard and Sealer’s Cave. There is also 
always the chance of seeing a killer whale or 
two pass by. There is the mighty Softplume
River that can be a slight hazard when in flood, 
but even that can’t stand in the way of an 
extremely pleasant walk. Inland is straight 
forward. There are still mires and blechnum

slopes (this is Marion after all), but these are so 
limited that it’s barely worth mentioning.

Kildalkey is a field hut much like any other. 
Standard. A pantry, dry room, main area, heater, 
stove, radio and two bunk beds, but somehow 
it feels different. This is possibly why sealers and 
cat hunters from previous years affectionately 
named the hut Hotel California. You know, You 
can check out any time you want, but you can 
never leave. As I am writing this with a hut 
coffee in hand and a candle to show where the 
pen should go I can not help but wonder what 
makes this hut so special. Maybe it is the 
scenery, maybe the hills, the bird life or maybe 
it is the Kildalkey ghost, Hans, who hangs 
around causing mischief if you don’t have the 
coffee ready. I think I should ask a few people at 
base what they think (I did and the answers 

varied from the fact that the route is very 
easy and the hut very accessible to the

Hotel California

THE THRONE. Kildalkey’s toilet, like most huts, has an ocean view on a 

clear day.



stunning little river, from the hills to the thousands of Macaroni 
Penguins that march out in summer). I suppose for me it will go back to 
my third hut night, months back during take over. Prof Marthán Bester, a 
legend of the island, spent the night with us and it was that night that I 
was struck by the blinding realisation that, and this might sound strange, 
I have finally made it to Marion Island.

Hotel California
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1. Boil a cup of rice
2. Hydrate a handful of onions
3. Fry the onions with garlic flakes 
4. Add a tin of finely chopped Bully Beef
5. Add 2 table spoons of Mrs Balls and 1 table spoon of Marmite
6. Once the beef has been well mixed with the sauce, add the drained 

rice and fry it all together
7. Salt and pepper to taste
8. Enjoy it with a nice tall glass of you favourite flavour of Game 

CAT HUNTER TALES. An Ode to 

Hans on the back of the hut door

Kildalkey Risotto Recipe (without the white wine, so it’s actually just rice and meat)

3.7°C 8.9°C -2.7°C 5.8°C 1.6°C

996.0 hPa 1018.3 hPa 965.6 hPa 1003.8 hPa 988.2 hPa

89% 100% 54% - -

TEMPERATURE

PRESSURE

HUMIDITY

AVERAGE MAXIMUM

MAXIMUM WIND GUST 44.2m/s (88.4KT)

TOTAL RAINFALL 170.8 mm

HIGHEST IN 24 HOURS 26.2 mm

TOTAL DAYS WITH RAIN 25 days

TOTAL DAYS > 1 MM 20 days

TOTAL SUNSHINE 45.8 hours

AVERAGE MAX AVERAGE MINMINIMUM

CLIMATE CHANGE? June delivered  M71’s first sighting of an iceberg. This has 

some worried as it is unnaturally early for ice to break off the Antarctic shelf.
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according to the



The Photo Gallery
COMPILED BY DANIËL KOTZÉ

Sealed in for winter
The winter has provided some golden opportunities for capturing 
moments in the lives of the seals on Marion Island. Some of 
M71’s photographers would like to share a selection of these 
special moments, and the stories behind them.
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Snowy seal

Low de Vries

Canon EOS 700D; shutter speed 1/100 sec; aperture f8.0; ISO 400; flash.



The Photo Gallery

Just after we received our first good blanket of snow I wondered past the beach at Van 
den Boogaard river after TAPS and decided to pop down and take a few photos of the 
Southern elephant seals that have hauled out on the beach. The seals were, for the most 
part, very calm and I could get some nice close-ups. The contrast of the seals on the 
white snow made for some interesting shots and the ice stalactites added an extra bonus.  
I used a soft fill in flash on most of the photos to take away some of the shadows.
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Sê aaaah! Canon EOS 700D; shutter speed 1/40 sec; aperture f14.0; ISO 400; flash.

Low de Vries



During my week long stay at Mixed 
Pickle hut I was lucky enough to see 
icebergs breaking up and washing up 
ashore. While doing Sub-Antarctic fur 
seal research, I came across this 
grumpy pup who clearly wasn’t happy 
with the icy situation on his beach 
and I managed to get a shot with a 
part of the melting iceberg in the 
background.
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Ice isn’t nice Canon EOS 700D; shutter speed 1/320 sec; aperture f5.6; ISO 400.

Daniël Kotzé

Yearning yearling Canon EOS 700D; shutter

speed 1/160 sec; aperture f5.6; ISO 400.

This photo was also taken on Mixed 
Pickle beach. It was a beautiful sunset 
and this almost-one-year-old 
Southern elephant seal was laying all 
alone on the beach watching the 
sunset, as if he was longing for his 
soul mate.

The Photo Gallery



The Photo Gallery

On one of the first truly snowy days, Low 
and I went out to get some snaps of the 
Van den Boogaard River waterfall while it 
was fringed in ice. On the way, we came 
across a few elephant seals lazing about in 
the snow, and couldn’t resist getting a few 
shots.
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In the eye of the beholder Canon EOS 600D; shutter speed 1/650 sec; aperture f5.6; ISO 400.

David Green

Get out there! Canon EOS 600D; shutter speed

1/650 sec; aperture f5.6; ISO 400.

This elephant seal gapes at us - a lazy reminder of 
what would happen should we get too close.

The glistening eyes of this astonished 

looking elephant seal reflect the world 

around them – in this case, a paparazzi.



TEXT BY GENEVEIVE MOROKE

10 QUESTIONS
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He can speak six languages fluently, 
has 8th Dan black belt in Karate and 
writes books in his spare time. His 
name is John Skelete and he is M71’s 
diesel mechanic and deputy team 
leader. Here is what this multitalented 
mechanical engineer had to say when 
asked about his life.

1 Let’s start at the beginning. Where 
were you born and what is your full 

name?
Johnsonian Manian Manyatsa Skelete. I 

was born in Huambo, Angola. This was 

because it was during the struggle and 

both of my parents were involved in 

South African politics.

2 Why did you decide to apply for this position?
Other expeditions in my career (like SANAE) 

inspired me to apply for the position on Marion 

Island as part of my fulfilment.

3

What languages can you speak?
Although I speak mostly Portuguese 

and Italian at home, I can also speak 

Afrikaans, English, French and German.

4

What is your favourite food?
In accordance with my home 

languages, Italian and Portuguese dishes 

are my favourite.

5

What did you do before coming to 
the island?

Back in South Africa I am a business man 

and test vehicles for homologation 

purposes. I have also worked in the USA

6 What do you miss most while on the island?
I miss racing cars (Guess the forklift just isn’t 

cutting it?-Ed) and my business back home.

So except for racing cars, what other hobbies do 
you have?

Reading, writing and martial arts. I am currently 

working on my second book that should be 

published in September 2015 called In the Meantime. 

7

as a mechanical engineer and spent December to 

February on the SANAE take-over. 
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What has been your greatest achievement in 
martial arts?

I finished second in the World Shotokan Karate 

Tournament held in Turkey in 2010. For a South African to 

finish on the martial arts podium in Europe is quite an 

achievement.

8

Let’s talk about you as an author. What can we expect 
from your books? 

My first book is fictional. It’s a collection of short love 

stories, while my current book is about my life.

9

10 Is there anyone that you can identify as 
inspirational or your role model?

I can identify two men who made a great positive impact 

on my life  during my youth. These were former presidents 

F.W. de Klerk and Nelson Mandela.DAY DREAMER. The cover page of John’s first book. 

M A R I O N  b y  N U M B E R S
TEXT BY FRANK VENTER

2

3

Sandy beaches can be found on Marion (Ship’s Cove and Goodhope Bay; there are 

numerous rocky beaches on the island though).

Seal species breed on Marion Island: southern elephant seal, sub-Antarctic fur seal and 

Antarctic fur seal.

9 Field huts are situated across the island.

20 Kilometres lie between Marion Island and Prince Edward Island.

40 Percent of the world’s Wandering Albatross population breeds on Marion Island.

72
Kilometres of coastline surrounds Marion Island (the record time for this hike is under 15 

hours!).

28 Different bird species are currently known to breed on the island.

1242 Metres above sea level: the height of Marion’s highest point, Mascarin Peak.

1769 Kilometres is the shortest distance from Marion to South Africa.

6000
Is the approximate number of people having ever visited the Prince Edward 

Islands.
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f r om  t h e
TEXT BY FRANK VENTER

The Prince Edward islands have a long and rich history. From shipwrecks to failed 
expeditions and seal hunters to seal researchers, tales of this mysterious wilderness can 
fill a library. This is the first in a series of flashbacks in the history of the islands, starting 
with its annexation. 

At the end of World War II, sub-Antarctic 

islands were recognized for their strategic 

value. The prime minister at the time, Jan 

Smuts, was determined that the Prince 

Edward Islands be claimed in the name of 

the then Union of South Africa. Under a 

veil of secrecy, the H.M.S. Transvaal under 

command of Lieutenant-Commander John 

Fairburn set sail from Cape Town. The 

mission was so secret that the crew was 

not told of their destination until the 

voyage was well underway. The South 

African flag was planted on Marion Island 

on 24 December 1947 and finally on Prince 

Edward Island on 4 January 1948. Shortly 

thereafter the island’s first expedition party, 

M1 arrived.

WHO NEEDS A CRANE? Catwalk constructed at Gunners point (Crane Point today) to allow for the unloading of stores and building supplies on 

Marion Island.

RAISE THE FLAG. The South African flag is hoisted during the annexation 

of Prince Edward Island on 4 January 1948.
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We like to party!
TEXT BY VONICA PEROLD

Winter has been very chilled-out with regards to 
birthday parties.  We celebrated Joe’s birthday on 
youth day. With all the soccer world cup fever 
that was going around, we joined in on Marion 
Island by hosting a world cup themed birthday 
party for him. A friendly soccer game was played 
in the heli-hangar after which the party was 
moved to the bar. The team surprised Joe with 
lovely messages from his wife and children, a 
framed photograph of his family and a birthday 
cake that intentionally resembled Junior’s Kop.

Joe’s birthday party

Midwinter party
The next social event was Midwinter. 
Midwinter (21st of June) marks the 
longest night of the year. The 
expedition teams in Antarctica and the 
Sub-Antarctic islands have a tradition 
where we all invite each other to a 
midwinter party at our respective 
bases. Sundowners, snowball fights 
and a perfect oxtail potjie prepared by 
Gerard were on the menu for our 
celebration. It was proper, Mchana. 

The team members have been keeping quite busy 
with their work on the island, but when a day with 
sunny skies, no wind and not a cloud in sight 
presented itself, some team members seized the 
opportunity. They took a break from their 
schedules and set out to summit Junior’s Kop. 
Team building at its best! 

Summiting Junior’s Kop

ON TOP OF THE WORLD. Joe (TOP RIGHT) savouring the moment on top of 

Junior’s Kop, while a stunning winter’s day lured a group of M71 members 

to the same spot (RIGHT).
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Time does fly when you are having fun. We celebrated our 
100th day on the island on 15 July. We were blessed with a 
lovely snowy day and a very creative snowman was built by 
the team. A friendly games tournament was held with the 
team competing in pool, table tennis, fingerboard and chess. 
The pool was dominated by Zuko, table tennis by Daniël, 
fingerboard by David and chess by Mpho.  It was a great 
evening and we are looking forward to the rest of the 
expedition. So far it has been an amazing experience with an 
incredible team!  

100 days on the island!

EVENTS
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NUMBER 100. M71 team members celebrating their 100th day on Marion Island. By luck this 

was also one of the snowiest days on the island and team members didn’t let the 

opportunity of building a snowman pass. 
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On the morning of 29 June, I woke up in Mixed Pickle hut 
feeling rather groggy as I did not sleep well the previous 
night. The weather did not look too great outside and I 
had field work to do. But as I was putting on the baby blue 
thermals, a quiet and gentle voice in my heart urged me to 
look up.

My heart skipped a beat and a huge grin broke out on my 
face. There, framed by the clean (thanks Daniël Kotzé!) 
window, stood the very first iceberg that I have ever seen! 
Okay, let’s assume that in the excitement I sort of forgot 
that the iceberg was not likely to disappear within the next 
five minutes. But then again, one never sees your first 
iceberg again, so the more time you can spend with it the 
better! With record breaking speed I got into my Gore-Tex 
and boots, grabbed my camera and literally ran down to 
the beach. Seal pups stared at my nimble footwork over 
the rocks in awe (or maybe it was just confusion, but I 
couldn’t care less) as I made my way to the bottom of 
Mixed Pickle Cove. And there it was, 50 metres off the 
coast. One of the most inspiring and beautifully made 
creations of God that I have ever witnessed! Big chunks of 
the iceberg were lying all over the beach, so I even got the 
chance to taste the ice! 

Needless to say, a lifelong dream was realised in an instance. And, just like with my first killer 
whale sighting, I cried a little over the beauty of it all. It never ceases to amaze me how, 

amidst all the world’s sorrow, one only has to look up to witness these small miracles 
each day!

My first taste of the
TEXT AND PHOTOS BY LIEZL PRETORIUS


